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I. Rule Summary

1. Is this a five year rule review? Yes

A. What is the rule’s five year review date? 10/19/2018

2. Is this rule the result of recent legislaon? No

3. What statute is this rule being promulgated under? 119.03

4. What statute(s) grant rule wring authority? 5165.153, 5165.02

5. What statute(s) does the rule implement or amplify? 5165.157

6. What are the reasons for proposing the rule?

As a result of five year rule review, policy related to the nursing facility venlator
program is being updated.

7. Summarize the rule’s content, and if this is an amended rule, also summarize the
rule’s changes.

This rule sets forth an alternave purchasing model for the provision of services
to venlator dependent Medicaid individuals residing in nursing facilies (NFs). The
changes to the rule are:
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1. In paragraph (A), venlator weaning is being added as a service available under the
NF venlator program.
2. In paragraph (B) (2), the definion of venlator program is being updated to include
venlator weaning services and is being reworded for beer clarity.
3. Paragraph (B) (3) is being added to include a definion for a respiratory care
professional (RCP).
4. Paragraph (B) (9) is being added to include a definion for venlator weaning.
5. Paragraph (B) (10) is being added to include a definion for venlator weaning
services.
6. Paragraph (C) is being modified to include venlator services with weaning as a
service eligible for payment at an enhanced rate.
7. In paragraph (C) (8) (a), "licensed respiratory therapist" is being replaced with "RCP,"
the more current terminology.
8. In paragraph (C) (9), the name of form ODM 10198 has been updated for
consistency.
9. Paragraphs (C) (a) and (C) (b) have been moved to paragraphs (D) (4) and (D) (5)
respecvely.
10. Paragraph (D) (1) is being updated to require NFs that wish to parcipate in the
vent program to complete an ODM form 10227 "Request to Parcipate in the NF
Venlator Program" and to indicate if they wish to provide venlator services only, or
both venlator and weaning services.
11. Paragraphs (D) (4) and (5) further describe the revalidaon and change of operator
processes.
12. Paragraph (E) is being added to specify the criteria that must be met for NFs to
provide weaning services and receive an enhanced payment.
13. Paragraphs (F) (1) (a) and (b) are being added to further clarify the enhanced
payment rates for venlator only and for weaning services.
14. Paragraph (F) (2) is being updated to include the methodology for paying
for venlator only services and weaning services, unl the venlator-associated
pneumonia (VAP) threshold is determined.
15. Paragraph (F) (4) (d) is being updated to clarify that the payment rate for both
venlator dependent services and venlator weaning services can be subject to a five
percent reducon.
16. Paragraph (F)(5) is being modified to permit the enhanced venlator weaning
payment rate to connue throughout the post venlator weaning evaluaon period.
17. Paragraph (H) (1) is being modified to require NFs to use an approved ODM form
"Nursing Facility Quarterly Venlator Program Report" to submit quarterly data.
18. Paragraph (H) (2) is being deleted because the quarterly report form will include
the specific informaon to be reported by NFs.
19. Paragraph (I) (1) is being modified to include weaning services in the compliance
audit process.
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20. Paragraph (I) (2) (a) is being added to specify that ODM shall terminate a NF from
providing weaning services if they fail to meet the requirements in this rule. It allows
for connuing to provide venlator only services if weaning services will no longer be
provided and receive the enhanced rate for venlator only services as long as the NF
meets the requirements for venlator only services.
21. Paragraph (J) is being modified to describe different opons for a facility that
wishes to no longer provide weaning services, venlator only services or both. It also
provides for the noce of withdrawal of services to serve as a modificaon to the ODM
10198.
22. Throughout the rule, paragraphs have been re-leered and renumbered as
necessary.
23. Throughout the rule, references and terminology have been updated as
appropriate.

8. Does the rule incorporate material by reference? Yes

9. If the rule incorporates material by reference and the agency claims the material is
exempt pursuant to R.C. 121.71 to 121.76, please explain the basis for the exempon
and how an individual can find the referenced material.
This rule incorporates one or more references to the Ohio Revised Code. This queson
is not applicable to any incorporaon by reference to the ORC because such references
are exempt from compliance with ORC 121.71 to 121.74 pursuant to ORC 121.76(A)(1).

This rule incorporates one or more dated references to the U.S. Code. This queson is
not applicable to any dated incorporaon by reference to the U.S. Code because such
reference is exempt from compliance with ORC 121.71 to 121.74 in accordance with
ORC 121.75(A).

This rule incorporates one or more references to the Ohio Administrave Code.
This queson is not applicable to any incorporaon by reference to another OAC
rule because such reference is exempt from compliance with ORC 121.71 to 121.74
pursuant to ORC 121.76(A)(3).

This rule incorporates one or more dated references to an ODM form or forms. Each
cited ODM form is dated and is generally available to persons affected by this rule via
the "Resources" link on the ODM web site (hp://medicaid.ohio.gov) in accordance
with ORC 121.75(E).

10. If revising or re-filing the rule, please indicate the changes made in the revised or re-
filed version of the rule.

11/16/2018 To update form reference dates
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10/22/2018 To upload correct file type for rule and correct date references.

II. Fiscal Analysis

11. As a result of this proposed rule, please esmate the increase / decrease in revenues
or expenditures affecng this agency, or the state generally, in the current biennium
or future years. If the proposed rule is likely to have a different fiscal effect in future
years, please describe the expected difference and operaon.

This will increase expenditures.

$179,340

The net change in expenses for SFY 2019 is approximately $179,340 which is for a six
month period beginning January 1, 2019. The net change in expenses for subsequent
SFYs is approximately $358,679.

12. What are the esmated costs of compliance for all persons and/or organizaons
directly affected by the rule?

To parcipate in the NF venlator only program, ODM esmates it will require the
following costs for a "representave NF" which is typically 100 beds in Ohio.
1. In accordance with paragraph (C)(1) of this rule, a NF must be licensed, and Medicaid
cerfied and meet the requirements for NFs in accordance with 42 U.S.C 1396r. ODM
esmates it will take a NF's aorney approximately six hours at the rate of $400.00
per hour for an esmated cost of $2,400.00 to review a licensure applicaon. ODM
esmates it will take a NF's administrator approximately four hours at the rate of
approximately $72.00 per hour for an esmated cost of $288.00 to prepare a licensure
applicaon. A NF must pay an inial license fee at a cost of $320.00 per 50 beds.
Considering the average NF size in Ohio is 100 beds, the inial fee is $640.00. The total
esmated amount for a one hundred bed facility is approximately $3,328.00 for a NF
provider to review and prepare an applicaon for licensure to operate as a nursing
home under ORC Chapter 3721. The ongoing annual license fee is $640.00 for a one
hundred bed facility.
2. ODM esmates it will take a NF's aorney approximately twenty hours at the rate
of approximately $400.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $8,000.00 to review
an applicaon for Medicare cerficaon. The NF is required to pay $569.00 for an
enrollment applicaon. ODM esmates it will take a NF's administrator approximately
640 hours at the rate of approximately $72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of
$46,080.00 to prepare and submit a Medicare cerficaon applicaon. ODM therefore
esmates it will cost a NF a total of approximately $54,649.00 to review, prepare, and
apply for Medicare cerficaon to parcipate as a skilled nursing facility (SNF) in the
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Medicare program pursuant to ORC secon 5165.082 and OAC rule 5160-3-02.4. A NF
is required to pay a revalidaon fee of $569.00 at least once every five years.
3. In accordance with paragraph (C)(3) of this rule, a NF must comply with the
provisions in Chapters 5164. and 5165. of the Revised Code regarding provider
agreements, and with the provisions in rules 5160-3-02 to 5160-3-02.2 of the
Administrave Code regarding execuon and maintenance of provider agreements
between ODM and the operator of a NF. ODM esmates that it will take approximately
two hours of aorney me at an average rate of $400.00 per hour and two hours of
administrator me at an average rate of $72.00 per hour for a total cost of $944.00 to
execute a new provider agreement. ODM esmates that it will take approximately one
hour of administrator me at an average rate of $72.00 per hour for a total esmated
cost of $72.00 to revalidate the provider agreement at least once every five years aer
the inial execuon of the provider agreement.
4. In accordance with paragraph (C)(4) of this rule, NFs must cooperate with ODM or its
designee during all provider oversight and monitoring acvies. ODM cannot esmate
the adverse impact since NFs may comply with this requirement with a variety of staff
and processes. In addion, the extent of cooperaon required will vary by facility and
issue. The cost will be determined by idenfying the tasks required for this process in
its facility mulplied by the number of staff hours for each posion mulplied by the
average pay rate plus benefits for each posion and adding these costs together.
5. In accordance with paragraph (C)(5) of this rule, if a NF changes the size or
locaon of the designated discrete unit or the number of beds in the discrete unit,
the facility shall nofy ODM of the change via email to nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov
within five business days of the change. ODM esmates it will take a NF staff person
approximately fieen minutes at the rate of approximately $16.00 per hour for a total
esmated cost of $4.00 to comply with this requirement.
6. In accordance with paragraph (C)(6) of this rule, if a NF needs to purchase a backup
generator, ODM esmates it will cost a NF approximately $300,000 for the purchase
and installaon.
7. In accordance with paragraph (C)(7)(a) of this rule, if a NF becomes listed on the
CMS Special Focus Facility (SFF) list, ODM esmates it will take a NF staff person
approximately fieen minutes at the rate of approximately $16.00 per hour for a total
esmated cost of $4.00 to nofy ODM of the NF being added to the SFF list.
8. In accordance with paragraph (C)(7)(b), when a NF has been graduated from the SFF
program for a period of six consecuve months, the facility may submit a new request
to provide venlator services in accordance with paragraph (D) of this rule to begin
adming new individuals to the venlator program again. ODM esmates it will take a
NF administrator approximately two hours at a rate of approximately $72.00 per hour
for a total cost of $144.00 to submit a request to become a NF venlator program
provider and to submit enough informaon to demonstrate that the NF meets all the
requirements included in the rule.
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9. In accordance with paragraph (D)(1) of this rule, a NF that chooses to parcipate
in the ODM venlator program shall send a wrien request of its intent to parcipate
in the program to nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov. ODM esmates it will take a NF
administrator approximately two hours at the rate of approximately $72.00 per hour
for a total esmated cost of $144.00 to comply with this provision.
10. In accordance with (D)(3), (F)(4)(d)(ii), (I)(2)(c), and (I)(3)(b) of this rule, a NF may
request a reconsideraon by the Medicaid director or designee. ODM esmates that
it will take an administrator approximately four hours at the rate of approximately
$72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $288.00 to prepare a reconsideraon and
submit to ODM.
11. In accordance with (C)(9), (D)(4) and (D)(5) of this rule, a NF must have an approved
ODM 10198 form, "Addendum to ODM Provider Agreement for Venlator Services in
NFs." ODM esmates it will require approximately fieen minutes of administrator
me at a rate of approximately $72.00 per hour (total esmated cost: $18.00) to sign
and return the ODM 10198. In accordance with paragraph (I)(3) of this rule, this cost
is incurred at least once every five years during a provider's revalidaon process and
with a CHOP.
12. In accordance with paragraph (F)(4), once ODM calculates a NF's VAP baseline rate
and the VAP threshold rate, for any quarter thereaer in which a NF's VAP baseline
rate exceeds the VAP threshold rate, the NF must submit a plan of acon. In addion,
if ODM determines that a plan of acon is deficient, a NF will be nofied to submit a
revised plan of acon. If ODM approves a plan of acon or revised plan of acon, the
NF shall submit to ODM a statement of compleon of its plan of acon within fieen
calendar days of the compleon date via email. ODM cannot esmate the adverse
impact since ODM cannot ancipate which of these steps a NF will be required to
complete, the number and extent of deficiencies that must be addressed and a NF
may comply with each of these requirements with a variety of staff and processes. The
cost will be determined by idenfying which of the steps a NF is required to complete,
the tasks necessary to complete for each step, the persons responsible for each task,
and the number of hours required for this process, and mulplying the staff hours for
each posion by the average pay rate plus benefits for each posion and adding these
costs together.
If a NF's VAP rate exceeds the VAP threshold rate for two consecuve quarters, ODM
may reduce the NF's venlator program payment rates by a maximum of five percent
for one full quarter. ODM cannot esmate the adverse impact because ODM cannot
know in advance what percentage, if any, a NF's rate for venlator only services or
venlator weaning services will be reduced or the number of individuals who might
be impacted by a reducon in rates. The cost could be calculated by mulplying
the number of individuals receiving services by the rate reducon for the period of
sancon.
13. In accordance with paragraph (H)(1) of this rule, each ODM NF venlator program
provider shall submit quarterly reports to ODM. ODM esmates that it will take
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approximately six hours per quarter of a NF admissions coordinator's me at a
rate of approximately $35.00 per hour for an esmated annual cost of $840.00 to
maintain the informaon required for quarterly reporng. ODM esmates it will take
approximately two hours of administrator me at a rate of approximately $72.00 per
hour for a total cost of $144.00 to submit each quarterly report which is an esmated
annual cost of $576.00.
14. In accordance with paragraph (I)(2) of this rule, a NF that fails to connue to
meet the requirements of the rule will be terminated from the venlator program.
ODM cannot esmate the adverse impact to a NF terminated from any poron of the
venlator program because ODM cannot predict the number of individuals in the NF's
venlator program. If a NF connues to provide the services outside the venlator
program, the adverse impact will be the difference between the enhanced rate and
the per diem rate mulplied by the number of individuals on venlators at the NF.
15. In accordance with paragraph (J) of this rule, a NF that chooses to no longer
parcipate in the ODM NF venlator program shall send noce of the withdrawal
to ODM via email. ODM esmates it will take approximately fieen minutes of
administrator me at a rate of approximately $72.00 per hour for an esmated total
cost of $18.00 to nofy ODM if they choose to no longer parcipate in the program.

To parcipate in the NF venlator program with weaning services, ODM esmates it
will require the following costs which are in addion to the costs of the basic venlator
program:
1. In accordance with paragraph (E)(1), a NF must have an approved ODM 10198 with
approval to provide venlator weaning services. A NF that chooses to parcipate in the
ODM venlator program shall send a wrien request to nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov.
ODM esmates it will take a NF administrator approximately two hours at the rate
of approximately $72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $144.00 to comply
with this provision. A NF that has an approved ODM 10198, and wishes to provide
weaning services, can send a wrien request to nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov. ODM
esmates that it will take a NF administrator approximately one-half hour at the rate
of approximately $72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $36.00.
2. In accordance with paragraph (E)(2), a NF must have a weaning protocol in place
established by a physician trained in pulmonary medicine. ODM cannot esmate the
adverse impact of this provision since some NFs may already have this level of staffing
in place. The NF can esmate the cost of establishing a weaning protocol by idenfying
the persons responsible for developing the protocol with the physician, the number of
hours required, and mulplying the staff and physician hours by the average pay rate
plus benefits for each posion and adding these costs together.
3. In accordance with paragraph (E)(3), a NF must have an RCP with training in basic
life support on-site eight hours per day, seven days per week and available by phone
during the remaining hours of the day during the weaning period. ODM esmates the
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cost of providing an RCP for 8 hours a day, 7 days a week, at approximately $40.00 per
hour at approximately $2,240.00 per week.
4. In accordance with (E)(4), a NF must have a registered nurse with training in basic
life support on-site 24 hours per day, seven days per week during the weaning period.
ODM cannot esmate the cost of a registered nurse on site 24 hours per day seven days
per week during the me that an individual is being weaned because the cost is based
on a NF's current RN staffing and the addional RN hours required for compliance. The
daily cost can be calculated by mulplying the NF's average RN pay rate plus benefits
by the addional hours a NF would need to meet this requirement.

13. Does the rule increase local government costs? (If yes, you must complete an RSFA
Part B). Yes

14. Does the rule regulate environmental protecon? (If yes, you must complete an RSFA
Part C). No

III. Common Sense Iniave (CSI) Quesons

15. Was this rule filed with the Common Sense Iniave Office? Yes

16. Does this rule have an adverse impact on business? Yes

A. Does this rule require a license, permit, or any other prior authorizaon to
engage in or operate a line of business? Yes

In accordance with secon (C) of this rule, a NF who wishes to parcipate in the
ODM NF venlator program shall be licensed and Medicaid cerfied and meet
the requirements of 42 U.S.C. 1396r. A NF must also maintain a valid provider
agreement with ODM.

B. Does this rule impose a criminal penalty, a civil penalty, or another sancon,
or create a cause of acon, for failure to comply with its terms? Yes

A NF will be terminated from the program if they fail to connue to meet the
venlator program eligibility requirements. If a facility's venlator-associated
pneumonia (VAP) rate exceeds the VAP threshold rate for two consecuve
quarters, the NF may receive a reduced payment rate for venlator only
services and if approved for venlator weaning services, a reduced payment
rate for venlator weaning services.

C. Does this rule require specific expenditures or the report of informaon as
a condion of compliance? Yes
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1. In accordance with paragraph (C) (5) of this rule, if a NF changes the size or
locaon of the designated discrete unit, or the number of beds in the discrete
unit, the facility shall nofy ODM of the change via email within five business
days of the change.
2. In accordance with paragraph (C) (7) (a) of this rule, a NF parcipang in
the venlator program that becomes part of the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) Special Focus Facility (SFF) Program (SFF) must nofy
ODM of the SFF status within one business day of receipt of the CMS SFF leer
and aach a copy of the leer.
3. In accordance with paragraph (C) (7) (b) of this rule, when a NF has been
graduated from the SFF program for a period of six consecuve months, the NF
must submit a new request to parcipate in the ODM NF venlator program
in accordance with paragraph (D) (1) of this rule.
4. In accordance with paragraph (D) (1) of this rule, a NF who wishes to
parcipate in the ODM NF venlator program shall send a wrien request
to nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov. The request shall demonstrate that the NF is
capable of fulfilling all of the requirements specified in this rule. A NF approved
for parcipaon in the program must sign and submit a provider agreement
to ODM which must be revalidated at least once every five years and with a
change of operator.
5. In accordance with paragraph (H) of this rule, to receive payment for
venlator services under the ODM venlator program, a NF shall provide
quarterly reports to ODM. In accordance with paragraph (F) (4) of this rule, for
any quarter in which a NF's VAP rate exceeds the VAP threshold rate, the NF
shall provide a plan of acon.
6. If the submied plan of acon is deficient, the NF shall submit a revised
plan of acon. If ODM approves a plan of acon, the NF shall submit to ODM
a statement of compleon of their plan of acon within fieen calendar days
of their compleon date via email.
7. In accordance with paragraph (J) of this rule, a NF that chooses to no longer
provide weaning services, or to parcipate in the ODM NF venlator program,
must send a noce of withdrawal to ODM.
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Rule Summary and Fiscal Analysis
Part B - Local Governments Quesons

1. Does the rule increase costs for:

A. Public School Districts No

B. County Government Yes

C. Township Government No

D. City and Village Governments No

2. Please esmate the total cost, in dollars, of compliance with the rule for the
affected local government(s). If you cannot give a dollar cost, explain how the local
government is financially impacted.

If a facility choose to parcipate in the NF venlator only program, the esmated cost
of compliance for county owned nursing facilies is as follows:

1. In accordance with paragraph (C)(1) of this rule, a NF must be licensed, and Medicaid
cerfied and meet the requirements for NFs in accordance with 42 U.S.C 1396r. ODM
esmates it will take a NF's aorney approximately six hours at the rate of $400.00
per hour for an esmated cost of $2,400.00 to review a licensure applicaon. ODM
esmates it will take a NF's administrator approximately four hours at the rate of
approximately $72.00 per hour for an esmated cost of $288.00 to prepare a licensure
applicaon. A NF must pay an inial license fee at a cost of $320.00 per 50 beds.
Considering the average NF size in Ohio is 100 beds, the inial fee is $640.00. The total
esmated amount for a one hundred bed facility is approximately $3,328.00 for a NF
provider to review and prepare an applicaon for licensure to operate as a nursing
home under ORC Chapter 3721. The ongoing annual license fee is $640.00 for a one
hundred bed facility.
2. ODM esmates it will take a NF's aorney approximately twenty hours at the rate
of approximately $400.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $8,000.00 to review
an applicaon for Medicare cerficaon. The NF is required to pay $569.00 for an
enrollment applicaon. ODM esmates it will take a NF's administrator approximately
640 hours at the rate of approximately $72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of
$46,080.00 to prepare and submit a Medicare cerficaon applicaon. ODM therefore
esmates it will cost a NF a total of approximately $54,649.00 to review, prepare, and
apply for Medicare cerficaon to parcipate as a skilled nursing facility (SNF) in the
Medicare program pursuant to ORC secon 5165.082 and OAC rule 5160-3-02.4. A NF
is required to pay a revalidaon fee of $569.00 at least once every five years.
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3. In accordance with paragraph (C)(3) of this rule, a NF must comply with the
provisions in Chapters 5164. and 5165. of the Revised Code regarding provider
agreements, and with the provisions in rules 5160-3-02 to 5160-3-02.2 of the
Administrave Code regarding execuon and maintenance of provider agreements
between ODM and the operator of a NF. ODM esmates that it will take approximately
two hours of aorney me at an average rate of $400.00 per hour and two hours of
administrator me at an average rate of $72.00 per hour for a total cost of $944.00 to
execute a new provider agreement. ODM esmates that it will take approximately one
hour of administrator me at an average rate of $72.00 per hour for a total esmated
cost of $72.00 to revalidate the provider agreement at least once every five years aer
the inial execuon of the provider agreement.
4. In accordance with paragraph (C)(4) of this rule, NFs must cooperate with ODM or its
designee during all provider oversight and monitoring acvies. ODM cannot esmate
the adverse impact since NFs may comply with this requirement with a variety of staff
and processes. In addion, the extent of cooperaon required will vary by facility and
issue. The cost will be determined by idenfying the tasks required for this process in
its facility mulplied by the number of staff hours for each posion mulplied by the
average pay rate plus benefits for each posion and adding these costs together.
5. In accordance with paragraph (C)(5) of this rule, if a NF changes the size or
locaon of the designated discrete unit or the number of beds in the discrete unit,
the facility shall nofy ODM of the change via email to nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov
within five business days of the change. ODM esmates it will take a NF staff person
approximately fieen minutes at the rate of approximately $16.00 per hour for a total
esmated cost of $4.00 to comply with this requirement.
6. In accordance with paragraph (C)(6) of this rule, if a NF needs to purchase a backup
generator, ODM esmates it will cost a NF approximately $300,000 for the purchase
and installaon.
7. In accordance with paragraph (C)(7)(a) of this rule, if a NF becomes listed on the
CMS Special Focus Facility (SFF) list, ODM esmates it will take a NF staff person
approximately fieen minutes at the rate of approximately $16.00 per hour for a total
esmated cost of $4.00 to nofy ODM of the NF being added to the SFF list.
8. In accordance with paragraph (C)(7)(b), when a NF has been graduated from the SFF
program for a period of six consecuve months, the facility may submit a new request
to provide venlator services in accordance with paragraph (D) of this rule to begin
adming new individuals to the venlator program again. ODM esmates it will take a
NF administrator approximately two hours at a rate of approximately $72.00 per hour
for a total cost of $144.00 to submit a request to become a NF venlator program
provider and to submit enough informaon to demonstrate that the NF meets all the
requirements included in the rule.
9. In accordance with paragraph (D)(1) of this rule, a NF that chooses to parcipate
in the ODM venlator program shall send a wrien request of its intent to parcipate
in the program to nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov. ODM esmates it will take a NF
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administrator approximately two hours at the rate of approximately $72.00 per hour
for a total esmated cost of $144.00 to comply with this provision.
10. In accordance with (D)(3), (F)(4)(d)(ii), (I)(2)(c), and (I)(3)(b) of this rule, a NF may
request a reconsideraon by the Medicaid director or designee. ODM esmates that
it will take an administrator approximately four hours at the rate of approximately
$72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $288.00 to prepare a reconsideraon and
submit to ODM.
11. In accordance with (C)(9), (D)(4) and (D)(5) of this rule, a NF must have an approved
ODM 10198 form, "Addendum to ODM Provider Agreement for Venlator Services in
NFs." ODM esmates it will require approximately fieen minutes of administrator
me at a rate of approximately $72.00 per hour (total esmated cost: $18.00) to sign
and return the ODM 10198. In accordance with paragraph (I)(3) of this rule, this cost
is incurred at least once every five years during a provider's revalidaon process and
with a CHOP.
12. In accordance with paragraph (F)(4), once ODM calculates a NF's VAP baseline rate
and the VAP threshold rate, for any quarter thereaer in which a NF's VAP baseline
rate exceeds the VAP threshold rate, the NF must submit a plan of acon. In addion,
if ODM determines that a plan of acon is deficient, a NF will be nofied to submit a
revised plan of acon. If ODM approves a plan of acon or revised plan of acon, the
NF shall submit to ODM a statement of compleon of its plan of acon within fieen
calendar days of the compleon date via email. ODM cannot esmate the adverse
impact since ODM cannot ancipate which of these steps a NF will be required to
complete, the number and extent of deficiencies that must be addressed and a NF
may comply with each of these requirements with a variety of staff and processes. The
cost will be determined by idenfying which of the steps a NF is required to complete,
the tasks necessary to complete for each step, the persons responsible for each task,
and the number of hours required for this process, and mulplying the staff hours for
each posion by the average pay rate plus benefits for each posion and adding these
costs together.
If a NF's VAP rate exceeds the VAP threshold rate for two consecuve quarters, ODM
may reduce the NF's venlator program payment rates by a maximum of five percent
for one full quarter. ODM cannot esmate the adverse impact because ODM cannot
know in advance what percentage, if any, a NF's rate for venlator only services or
venlator weaning services will be reduced or the number of individuals who might
be impacted by a reducon in rates. The cost could be calculated by mulplying
the number of individuals receiving services by the rate reducon for the period of
sancon.
13. In accordance with paragraph (H)(1) of this rule, each ODM NF venlator program
provider shall submit quarterly reports to ODM. ODM esmates that it will take
approximately six hours per quarter of a NF admissions coordinator's me at a
rate of approximately $35.00 per hour for an esmated annual cost of $840.00 to
maintain the informaon required for quarterly reporng. ODM esmates it will take
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approximately two hours of administrator me at a rate of approximately $72.00 per
hour for a total cost of $144.00 to submit each quarterly report which is an esmated
annual cost of $576.00.
14. In accordance with paragraph (I)(2) of this rule, a NF that fails to connue to
meet the requirements of the rule will be terminated from the venlator program.
ODM cannot esmate the adverse impact to a NF terminated from any poron of the
venlator program because ODM cannot predict the number of individuals in the NF's
venlator program. If a NF connues to provide the services outside the venlator
program, the adverse impact will be the difference between the enhanced rate and
the per diem rate mulplied by the number of individuals on venlators at the NF.
15. In accordance with paragraph (J) of this rule, a NF that chooses to no longer
parcipate in the ODM NF venlator program shall send noce of the withdrawal
to ODM via email. ODM esmates it will take approximately fieen minutes of
administrator me at a rate of approximately $72.00 per hour for an esmated total
cost of $18.00 to nofy ODM if they choose to no longer parcipate in the program.

To parcipate in the NF venlator program with weaning services, ODM esmates it
will require the following costs which are in addion to the costs of the basic venlator
program:
1. In accordance with paragraph (E)(1), a NF must have an approved ODM 10198 with
approval to provide venlator weaning services. A NF that chooses to parcipate in the
ODM venlator program shall send a wrien request to nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov.
ODM esmates it will take a NF administrator approximately two hours at the rate
of approximately $72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $144.00 to comply
with this provision. A NF that has an approved ODM 10198, and wishes to provide
weaning services, can send a wrien request to nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov. ODM
esmates that it will take a NF administrator approximately one-half hour at the rate
of approximately $72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $36.00.
2. In accordance with paragraph (E)(2), a NF must have a weaning protocol in place
established by a physician trained in pulmonary medicine. ODM cannot esmate the
adverse impact of this provision since some NFs may already have this level of staffing
in place. The NF can esmate the cost of establishing a weaning protocol by idenfying
the persons responsible for developing the protocol with the physician, the number of
hours required, and mulplying the staff and physician hours by the average pay rate
plus benefits for each posion and adding these costs together.
3. In accordance with paragraph (E)(3), a NF must have an RCP with training in basic
life support on-site eight hours per day, seven days per week and available by phone
during the remaining hours of the day during the weaning period. ODM esmates the
cost of providing an RCP for 8 hours a day, 7 days a week, at approximately $40.00 per
hour at approximately $2,240.00 per week.
4. In accordance with (E)(4), a NF must have a registered nurse with training in basic
life support on-site 24 hours per day, seven days per week during the weaning period.
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ODM cannot esmate the cost of a registered nurse on site 24 hours per day seven days
per week during the me that an individual is being weaned because the cost is based
on a NF's current RN staffing and the addional RN hours required for compliance. The
daily cost can be calculated by mulplying the NF's average RN pay rate plus benefits
by the addional hours a NF would need to meet this requirement.

3. Is this rule the result of a federal government requirement? No

A. If yes, does this rule do more than the federal government requires?  Not
Applicable

B. If yes, what are the costs, in dollars, to the local government for the
regulaon that exceeds the federal government requirement?

Not Applicable

4. Please provide an esmated cost of compliance for the proposed rule if it has an
impact on the following:

A. Personnel Costs

To parcipate in the NF venlator program only, ODM esmates it will require
the following personnel costs for a "representave NF" which is typically 100
beds in Ohio.
1. In accordance with paragraph (C)(1) of this rule, a NF must be licensed,
and Medicaid cerfied and meet the requirements for NFs in accordance with
42 U.S.C 1396r. ODM esmates it will take a NF's aorney approximately six
hours at the rate of $400.00 per hour for an esmated cost of $2,400.00 to
review a licensure applicaon. ODM esmates it will take a NF's administrator
approximately four hours at the rate of approximately $72.00 per hour for
an esmated cost of $288.00 to prepare a licensure applicaon. The total
esmated personnel cost is $2,688.00.
2. ODM esmates it will take a NF's aorney approximately twenty hours at the
rate of approximately $400.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $8,000.00
to review an applicaon for Medicare cerficaon. ODM esmates it will take
a NF's administrator approximately 640 hours at the rate of approximately
$72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $46,080.00 to prepare and submit
a Medicare cerficaon applicaon. The total esmated personnel cost is $
$54,080.00.
3. In accordance with paragraph (C)(3) of this rule, a NF must comply with the
provisions in Chapters 5164. and 5165. of the Revised Code regarding provider
agreements, and with the provisions in rules 5160-3-02 to 5160-3-02.2 of
the Administrave Code regarding execuon and maintenance of provider
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agreements between ODM and the operator of a NF. ODM esmates that it will
take approximately two hours of aorney me at an average rate of $400.00
per hour and two hours of administrator me at an average rate of $72.00
per hour for a total cost of $944.00 to execute a new provider agreement.
ODM esmates that it will take approximately one hour of administrator me
at an average rate of $72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $72.00 to
revalidate the provider agreement at least once every five years aer the inial
execuon of the provider agreement.
4. In accordance with paragraph (C)(4) of this rule, NFs must cooperate with
ODM or its designee during all provider oversight and monitoring acvies.
ODM cannot esmate the adverse impact since NFs may comply with this
requirement with a variety of staff and processes. In addion, the extent of
cooperaon required will vary by facility and issue. The cost will be determined
by idenfying the tasks required for this process in its facility mulplied by the
number of staff hours for each posion mulplied by the average pay rate plus
benefits for each posion and adding these costs together.
5. In accordance with paragraph (C)(5) of this rule, if a NF changes the
size or locaon of the designated discrete unit or the number of beds in
the discrete unit, the facility shall nofy ODM of the change via email to
nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov within five business days of the change. ODM
esmates it will take a NF staff person approximately fieen minutes at the
rate of approximately $16.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $4.00 to
comply with this requirement.
6. In accordance with paragraph (C)(7)(a) of this rule, if a NF becomes listed on
the CMS Special Focus Facility (SFF) list, ODM esmates it will take a NF staff
person approximately fieen minutes at the rate of approximately $16.00 per
hour for a total esmated cost of $4.00 to nofy ODM of the NF being added
to the SFF list.
7. In accordance with paragraph (C)(7)(b), when a NF has been graduated from
the SFF program for a period of six consecuve months, the facility may submit
a new request to provide venlator services in accordance with paragraph (D)
of this rule to begin adming new individuals to the venlator program again.
ODM esmates it will take a NF administrator approximately two hours at a
rate of approximately $72.00 per hour for a total cost of $144.00 to submit
a request to become a NF venlator program provider and to submit enough
informaon to demonstrate that the NF meets all the requirements included
in the rule.
8. In accordance with paragraph (D)(1) of this rule, a NF that chooses to
parcipate in the ODM venlator program shall send a wrien request of
its intent to parcipate in the program to nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov. ODM
esmates it will take a NF administrator approximately two hours at the rate of
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approximately $72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $144.00 to comply
with this provision.
9. In accordance with (D)(3), (F)(4)(d)(ii), (I)(2)(c), and (I)(3)(b) of this rule, a
NF may request a reconsideraon by the Medicaid director or designee. ODM
esmates that it will take an administrator approximately four hours at the
rate of approximately $72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $288.00 to
prepare a reconsideraon and submit to ODM.
10. In accordance with (C)(9), (D)(4) and (D)(5) of this rule, a NF must have
an approved ODM 10198 form, "Addendum to ODM Provider Agreement for
Venlator Services in NFs." ODM esmates it will require approximately fieen
minutes of administrator me at a rate of approximately $72.00 per hour (total
esmated cost: $18.00) to sign and return the ODM 10198. In accordance with
paragraph (I)(3) of this rule, this cost is incurred at least once every five years
during a provider's revalidaon process and with a CHOP.
11. In accordance with paragraph (F)(4), once ODM calculates a NF's VAP
baseline rate and the VAP threshold rate, for any quarter thereaer in which a
NF's VAP baseline rate exceeds the VAP threshold rate, the NF must submit a
plan of acon. In addion, if ODM determines that a plan of acon is deficient,
a NF will be nofied to submit a revised plan of acon. If ODM approves a plan
of acon or revised plan of acon, the NF shall submit to ODM a statement of
compleon of its plan of acon within fieen calendar days of the compleon
date via email. ODM cannot esmate the adverse impact since ODM cannot
ancipate which of these steps a NF will be required to complete, the number
and extent of deficiencies that must be addressed and a NF may comply with
each of these requirements with a variety of staff and processes. The cost will
be determined by idenfying which of the steps a NF is required to complete,
the tasks necessary to complete for each step, the persons responsible for each
task, and the number of hours required for this process, and mulplying the
staff hours for each posion by the average pay rate plus benefits for each
posion and adding these costs together.
12. In accordance with paragraph (H)(1) of this rule, each ODM NF venlator
program provider shall submit quarterly reports to ODM. ODM esmates that
it will take approximately six hours per quarter of a NF admissions coordinator's
me at a rate of approximately $35.00 per hour for an esmated annual cost
of $840.00 to maintain the informaon required for quarterly reporng. ODM
esmates it will take approximately two hours of administrator me at a rate
of approximately $72.00 per hour for a total cost of $144.00 to submit each
quarterly report which is an esmated annual cost of $576.00.
13. In accordance with paragraph (J) of this rule, a NF that chooses to no
longer parcipate in the ODM NF venlator program shall send noce of the
withdrawal to ODM via email. ODM esmates it will take approximately fieen
minutes of administrator me at a rate of approximately $72.00 per hour for
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an esmated total cost of $18.00 to nofy ODM if they choose to no longer
parcipate in the program.

To parcipate in the NF venlator program with weaning services, ODM
esmates it will require the following personnel costs which are in addion to
the costs of the basic venlator program:
1. In accordance with paragraph (E)(1), a NF must have an approved ODM
10198 with approval to provide venlator weaning services. A NF that chooses
to parcipate in the ODM venlator program shall send a wrien request to
nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov. ODM esmates it will take a NF administrator
approximately two hours at the rate of approximately $72.00 per hour for a
total esmated cost of $144.00 to comply with this provision. A NF that has
an approved ODM 10198, and wishes to provide weaning services, can send a
wrien request to nfpolicy@medicaid.ohio.gov. ODM esmates that it will take
a NF administrator approximately one-half hour at the rate of approximately
$72.00 per hour for a total esmated cost of $36.00.
2. In accordance with paragraph (E)(2), a NF must have a weaning protocol in
place established by a physician trained in pulmonary medicine. ODM cannot
esmate the adverse impact of this provision since some NFs may already have
this level of staffing in place. The NF can esmate the cost of establishing a
weaning protocol by idenfying the persons responsible for developing the
protocol with the physician, the number of hours required, and mulplying the
staff and physician hours by the average pay rate plus benefits for each posion
and adding these costs together.
3. In accordance with paragraph (E)(3), a NF must have an RCP with training in
basic life support on-site eight hours per day, seven days per week and available
by phone during the remaining hours of the day during the weaning period.
ODM esmates the cost of providing an RCP for 8 hours a day, 7 days a week,
at approximately $40.00 per hour at approximately $2,240.00 per week.
4. In accordance with (E)(4), a NF must have a registered nurse with training
in basic life support on-site 24 hours per day, seven days per week during the
weaning period. ODM cannot esmate the cost of a registered nurse on site
24 hours per day seven days per week during the me that an individual is
being weaned because the cost is based on a NF's current RN staffing and the
addional RN hours required for compliance. The daily cost can be calculated
by mulplying the NF's average RN pay rate plus benefits by the addional
hours a NF would need to meet this requirement.

B. New Equipment or Other Capital Costs
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In accordance with paragraph (C)(6) of this rule, if a NF needs to purchase a
backup generator, ODM esmates it will cost a NF approximately $300,000 for
the purchase and installaon.

C. Operang Costs

1. In accordance with paragraph (C)(1) of this rule, a NF must pay an inial
license fee at a cost of $320.00 per 50 beds. Considering the average NF size
in Ohio is 100 beds, the inial fee is $640.00. The ongoing annual license fee
is $640.00 for a one hundred bed facility.
2. The NF is required to pay $569.00 for an enrollment applicaon for Medicare
cerficaon and a revalidaon fee of $569.00 at least once every five years.

D. Any Indirect Central Service Costs

None.

E. Other Costs

1. If a NF's VAP rate exceeds the VAP threshold rate for two consecuve
quarters, ODM may reduce the NF's venlator program payment rates by
a maximum of five percent for one full quarter. ODM cannot esmate the
adverse impact because ODM cannot know in advance what percentage, if any,
a NF's rate for venlator only services or venlator weaning services will be
reduced or the number of individuals who might be impacted by a reducon
in rates. The cost could be calculated by mulplying the number of individuals
receiving services by the rate reducon for the period of sancon.
2. In accordance with paragraph (I)(2) of this rule, a NF that fails to connue
to meet the requirements of the rule will be terminated from the venlator
program. ODM cannot esmate the adverse impact to a NF terminated from
any poron of the venlator program because ODM cannot predict the
number of individuals in the NF's venlator program. If a NF connues to
provide the services outside the venlator program, the adverse impact will
be the difference between the enhanced rate and the per diem rate mulplied
by the number of individuals on venlators at the NF.

5. Please explain how the local government(s) will be able to pay for the increased
costs associated with the rule.

The enhanced rate paid under the NF venlator program is esmated to exceed any
addional costs of the NF venlator program.

6. What will be the impact on economic development, if any, as the result of this rule?
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ODM does not ancipate that this rule will have a significant impact on economic
development.


